Please Print These Directions

Boulder Therapeutics: Boulder & Superior

Boulder: 303-444-1171
1800 30th Street, Suite #219 Boulder, CO 80301
(Our NEW Collaborative Wellness Center)

Located off 30th Street in the Crossroads Gardens Building (just East of the Sussex One Bldg in the shared parking lot). Entrance is the 1st driveway North of the Jiffy Lube station between Arapahoe & Walnut.

Drive over the speed bumps, turn right behind the 4 story Sussex One bldg and then left to park under the Crossroads Gardens building in the underground garage.

Use the stairwell or elevator in the center of the parking garage. The building is across from the 29th Street Mall. Up the stairs, make a left and head toward the dragons.

Superior Office (in Impact Sports): 303-467-2288
One Superior Drive, Unit B Superior CO, 80027
(in Impact Sports Performance)

Exit Hwy 36 toward Superior on McCaslin Blvd. Pass Marshall Rd and make your first LEFT on Main St. at the traffic circle after the light.

We’re part of the Sport Stable. Our building entrance is on the Left of the drop-off circle w/Impact Sports. Join us upstairs when you enter.

Return to our website after printing: http://www.bouldertherapeutics.com